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Abstract

We present the summary of the content of the underlying thesis, which treats the issue of how

CP violation can be enhanced when a vector-like down-quark is added to the Standard Model particle

spectrum in the case when the down-quark mass matrix partially exhibits an USY (Universal Strength

of Yukawa couplings) structure. Furthermore, we perform a study of how such vector-like quarks

naturally appear in models with warped extra dimensions like the Randall-Sundrum model and we

present a brief preliminary analysis of flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC) within this particular

model, taking an USY structure for the 5D Yukawa couplings.

Keywords: Vector-like quarks, Universal Strength of Yukawa couplings, CP violation, Randall-
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1 Introduction

Since its formulation in the 1960’s, the Standard

Model of particle physics (SM) has been very suc-

cessful in describing the processes involving el-

ementary particles and it has been tested to a

very high degree of precision [1]. However, it is an

incomplete theory - It does not describe gravity

and its number of free parameters is too large for

an exact prediction of the values of many exper-

imental quantities: the fermion masses, the mix-

ing observables, and in particular the parameter

ICP = Im [VusVcbV
∗
ubV

∗
cs], whose modulus measures

CP violation. These observables (and others) have

their origin in the Yukawa sector of the SM La-

grangian. In the SM, the Yukawa couplings are

not constrained by any symmetry, in particular by
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gauge invariance. Furthermore, they are the only

couplings which may be complex. This motivated

the hypothesis of Universal Strength of Yukawa

couplings (USY), introduced in 1990 by Branco,

Silva-Marcos and Rebelo [2], in order to reduce the

number of free parameters in the SM. Within the

USY framework, all Yukawa couplings of a given

fermion sector (charged leptons, neutrinos, up- or

down-quarks) have the same magnitude but differ-

ent, flavor-dependent small phases. By reducing

the number of independent USY phase parameters

in each quark matrix, it is possible to express the

CKM matrix in terms of quark mass ratios and

to obtain a successful fit of |VCKM|. However, it

was shown, that in this way, it is not possible to

obtain a high enough value for |ICP |, which exper-

imentally is ∼ 3× 10−5. Within USY, one obtains

|ICP | . 1× 10−6 in the best cases. Yet, as is well-

known, beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics

may lead to new sources of CP violation. One sim-

ple extension of the SM are the vector-like (VL)

quarks [3], whose L and R components are isosin-

glets of the SM gauge group SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y . In

this thesis, we show that with an additional vector-

like down-type quark and using a non-pure USY

form for the 4 × 4-dimensional down-quark mass

matrix, it is possible to obtain an excellent fit of

|VCKM|, |ICP |, and other mixing observables, such

as the angles of the unitarity triangle.

In addition, we discuss how VL quarks are pre-

dicted in the Randall-Sundrum (RS) scenario [4],

where a warped extra spatial dimension (ED) is

introduced. We show that boundary and orbifold

conditions for the fermionic wave functions auto-

matically lead to vector-like Kaluza-Klein (KK) ex-

citation modes, whereas the SM particles are inter-

preted as the zero-modes. As a final calculation,

within the RS scenario, we briefly study the occur-

rence of flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC)

in interactions involving the SM fermions and the

zero-mode and first excited state of the Z0 gauge

field, which arise due to wave function overlaps.

For this we assume an USY structure for the 5D

Yukawa couplings.

2 VL quarks and the effective

squared-mass matrix

Quite generally, if one adds nx (x = u, d) VL

quarks to the SM, the quark field content will be

the SU(2)L doublets,

QL,i =

ui

di


L

, i = 1, 2, . . . , ng,

(with ng = 3 for the three known families) and the

following singlets:

nu charge 2/3 L−quarks uL,a,

nd charge − 1/3 L−quarks dL,b,

ng + nu charge 2/3 R−quarks uR,α,

ng + nd charge − 1/3 R−quarks dR,β ,

where a = 1, . . . , nu, b = 1, . . . , nd, α = 1, . . . , ng +

nu, β = 1, . . . , ng + nd. Before SSB, there is a

Yukawa Lagrangian for the SM quarks and a mass
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Lagrangian for the VL quarks. After SSB, we can

write the full quark mass term with the (ng+nx)×

(ng+nx) mass matricesMx. Upon rotating to the

mass-diagonal basis with the (ng +nx)× (ng +nx)-

dimensional unitary matrices UxL in the usual way,

we can define the Hermitian squared-mass matrix

Hx ≡ Mx · M†x. The relation Hx · UxL = UxL · D2
x

holds, where D2
x is a diagonal matrix containing

the squared quark masses of type x. Writing

UxL = (Xx Yx)T and constructing the gauge inter-

action Lagrangian, we obtain the following mixing

matrices,

V (C) = X†u ·Xd, V (N)
x = X†x ·Xx, (1)

where V (C) is the generalized (ng+nu)×(ng+nd)-

dimensional CKM matrix and V
(N)
x are the Her-

mitian (ng + nx) × (ng + nx)-dimensional mixing

matrices leading to FCNC. In another weak-basis

(WB), the mass matrices can be written as

Mx =


m

(ng×ng)
x 0(ng×nx)

Q
(nx×ng)
x D

(nx×nx)
x

 , (2)

where Dx is diagonal and the orders are mx =

O(v), Qx, Dx = O(M � v). In this situation,

obtain an effective 3 × 3 Hermitian squared-mass

matrix for the 3 SM quarks of type x:

Heff
x = h−mx ·Q†x ·J−1

x ·Qx ·m†x+O(v4/M2), (3)

with hx ≡ mx ·m†x and Jx ≡ Qx ·Q†x+D2
x. This ma-

trix leads to very accurate results if the VL quarks

have masses of order M � v, as we will show ex-

plicitly with our main ansatz.

3 Taylor-expanding the USY

phases

Reducing the number of physical phases in the

USY mass matrices to two, we Taylor-expand the

phase parameters in terms of quark mass ratios in

order to obtain analytical expressions for |VCKM|

and |ICP |. For this, we use the WB-invariant quan-

tities which appear in the characteristic equations

of the Hermitian matrices Hx = Mx ·M †x. In all

calculations we take the experimental values from

reference [5], which are renormalized to Q = mZ ,

as a guideline. These are the six SM quark masses,

|V12|, |V23| and ρ ≡ |V13|/|V23|. Furthermore, we

consider the values for the angles of the unitar-

ity triangle and for |ICP | given by the PDG. We

present six ansätze for the quark mass matrices:

four ansätze with an SM particle spectrum and two

ansätze with an additional vector-like down-quark,

with Md having a form like in eq. (14). These are:

Ansatz 1:

Mx = cx


1 1 1

1 eiβx 1

1 1 eiαx

 , (4)

Ansatz 2:

Mx = cx


e−iβx 1 1

1 eiβx 1

1 1 eiαx

 , (5)

Ansatz 3:

Mx = cx


1 1 ei(αx−βx)

1 1 eiαx

ei(αx−βx) eiαx eiαx

 , (6)
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Ansatz 4:

Mu = cu


eiβu 1 1

eiαu 1 eiαu

1 1 1

 , (7)

Md = cd


1 eiβd 1

eiαd 1 ei(αd+βd)

1 1 1

 . (8)

In the cases with a VL quark, we choose the 3× 3

up-quark matrices to have the same form as in

ansatz 3, the same holds for the upper-left 3 × 3

block of the down-quark mass matrices.

Ansatz 5:

Md = cd


1 1 ei(αd−βd) 0

1 1 eiαd 0

ei(αd−βd) eiαd eiαd 0

k k k µ

 , (9)

Ansatz 6:

Md = cd


1 1 ei(αd−βd) 0

1 1 eiαd 0

ei(αd−βd) eiαd eiαd 0

ik if −g µ

 . (10)

We take k, f , g and µ to be real, so only in ansatz

6 there are complex couplings for the VL quarks.

This turns out to be the crucial reason for the en-

hancement of CP violation in this configuration,

as we will explain shortly.

In the discussion, we shall take into account the

phenomenological result

|VCKM| '


1

√
md
ms

1√
2

√
mdms

m2
b√

md
ms

1
√

2ms
mb

3|V13|
√

2ms
mb

1

 . (11)

In the simple case of ansatz 1, we obtain a value

of |V12| which is an order of magnitude too small,

namely |V12| ' 1√
3
md/ms. Furthermore, we have

|V23| ' 1√
2
ms/mb, which is somewhat small, while

|ICP | is of the order of 10−9.

The situation with |V12| is improved in ansatz

2, provided one takes a slightly smaller value for

the up-quark mass than the experimental average.

One generally has |V12| = O(βd/αd), and in this

ansatz the dependence of detHd is exclusively on

βd, as opposed to ansatz 1, where the determinant

also grows with αd. Therefore, βd turns out to be

much larger in this case. |V23| is the same as in the

previous ansatz, and |ICP | jumps to order of 10−7.

Ansatz 3 maintains the good value of |V12|, with

a low up-quark mass (in fact, the mass matrix is a

WB transformation of the matrix from ansatz 2),

and it yields the desired result |V23| '
√

2ms/mb.

|ICP | is still of order 10−7, but it turns out to be

quite close to 1 × 10−6, while the value in ansatz

2 is considerably smaller. The overall fit of |VCKM|

is quite good, however the value of ρ turns out to

be too large.

In ansatz 4 we choose a different form for each

mass matrix. This particular configuration has the

property of allowing for good values of |V12|, even

if one uses the experimental up-quark mass. How-

ever, |ICP | drops to O(10−8).

For practical purposes, when adding the extra

VL quark, we use the effective 3× 3 squared-mass

matrix for the 4 × 4 case. The fifth ansatz yields

essentially the same results as ansatz 3. We find
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that the additional entries have no significant effect

on the |Vij |, neither on |ICP |.

Ansatz 6, having (different) phases on the addi-

tional entries, finally leads to a value of |ICP | with

an order of 10−5, together with the possibility of a

good fit of |VCKM|. This outcome, which is central

to this thesis, shall be discussed next.

4 Enhancing CP violation with a

VL quark

The effective 3×3 CKM matrix is given by ṼCKM =

Uu†L · ŨdL, where UuL diagonalizes Hu = Mu ·M †u and

ŨdL diagonalizes the effective squared-mass matrix

of the down-quarks, eq. (3). Choosing an USY

form for md, we are able to show that a VL down-

quark has no considerable impact on VCKM in two

specific cases, namely when (a) Q1 = Q2 = Q3

and (b) Q1 = −Q2 ∧ Q3 = 0. Case (a) leads to

a CKM matrix which is very similar to a CKM

matrix resulting from the diagonalization done in

the pure 3 × 3 scenario, the only contribution be-

ing an orthogonal matrix O(2,3) with a very small

rotation angle. Ansatz 5 is an example for this

particular case. Ansatz 6 doesn’t correspond to

(a), neither to (b). For this situation, as we show

in this thesis, one obtains a significant contribu-

tion to VCKM in the form of an orthogonal ma-

trix O(2,3) with a considerably larger rotation an-

gle and a unitary complex matrix K, without sig-

nificantly changing the magnitudes |Vij |. Further-

more, we show that |ICP | gets raised to an order

of md/ms× (ms/mb)
2 = O(10−5). In other words,

the magnitude | sin δ|, where δ is the CP -violating

Dirac phase, gets significantly enhanced.

A numerical scan is performed, for all six

ansätze, in order to obtain an exact result without

relying on finite Taylor expansions. All scans are

performed in the neighborhoods of the numerical

values of the previously acquired expanded phase

and coupling parameters. We get essentially the

same results as with the expansions. Here, only

the output (at the scale Q = mZ) for the main

ansatz (number 6) is presented:

For

αu = 0.01904, βu = 0.00091, αd = 0.1089, βd = −0.03123,

k = 140, f = 265, g = 120, µ = 220,

we obtain

|VCKM| =


0.97550 0.21998 0.00385 4.05× 10−5

0.21980 0.97476 0.03910 0.00016

0.00964 0.03808 0.99922 0.00437

 ,
mu = 1.375 MeV, mc = 730.606 MeV, md = 4.030 MeV, ms = 81.857 MeV, md = 475.426 GeV,

|ICP | = 3.22× 10−5, sin 2β = 0.716, γ = 94.339, ρ = 0.09851.
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This point in parameter space was chosen be-

cause it represents an excellent fit of all observ-

ables selected in our analysis. Using Heff
d instead

of H
(4×4)
d , with the same phases and coupling pa-

rameters, we obtain essentially the same values

when calculating ṼCKM, with negligible differences.

Hence, we directly see the great accuracy of the re-

sults achieved with the effective mass matrix. On

the other hand, with the same initial conditions,

i.e. the same phases, but now inserting these in

the simple 3 × 3 USY case without the extra VL

quark, the values for |Vij | are not significantly dif-

ferent, however the value of |ICP | is very small.

5 VL quarks from RS

We also explain how VL quarks occur naturally

in extra dimensions (ED). The original RS model

[4] is a braneworld ED model in which spacetime

is a slice of 5-dimensional AdS space delimited by

two 3-branes, the Planck-brane and the TeV-brane.

The extra dimension is compactified and orbifolded

onto S1/Z2; the metric is non-factorizable and it

reads

ds2 = e−2σ(y)ηµνdxµ ⊗ dxν + dy2, (12)

where e−2σ(y) is the warp factor. The Planck-brane

(TeV-brane) is at y = 0 (y = πRc) and Rc is the

compactification radius. The SM fields are ob-

served on the TeV-brane, where the Higgs VEV

and all mass parameters are red-shifted from the

Planck scale MPl to the TeV scale due to the fac-

tor e−kπRc , where k ∼ MPl is the AdS curvature.

This is how the gauge hierarchy problem is solved

in the RS model, because MPl is the only funda-

mental scale of the theory. By localizing the Higgs

field at the TeV-brane, introducing three Z2-even

doublets Q
(−)
i , three odd singlets u

(+)
i , three odd

singlets d
(+)
i and performing a KK decomposition

of all matter fields, we find the down-quark mass

matrix to be
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d
(0)
R d

(1)
R d

(2)
R · · · · · · d

(1)
R · · ·

Md =

d̄
(0)
L

d̄
(1)
L

d̄
(2)
L
...

d̄
(1)
L
...



m
d(00)
ij m

d(01)
ij m

d(02)
ij · · · · · · 0 · · ·

m
d(10)
ij M

d(1)
i δij +m

d(11)
ij m

d(12)
ij · · · · · · 0 · · ·

m
d(20)
ij m

d(21)
ij M

d(2)
i δij +m

d(22)
ij · · · · · · 0 · · ·

...
...

...
. . .

...

m
d(10)
ij m

d(11)
ij m

d(12)
ij · · · · · · M

Q(1)
i δij · · ·

...
...

...
...

. . .


, (13)

with an analogous form for Mu. We have also

introduced a Z2-even Higgs singlet yielding mass

terms involving only the singlet fields, with masses

m
u,d(mn)
ij . M

u,d(n)
i are the Dirac masses of the

KK modes Ψ
(n)
i . Defining the scale M ∼ 1 TeV,

we assume M
d(1)
i = O(M) � m

d(00)
ij � m

d(01)
ij ,

M
d(n>1)
i � M

d(n=1)
i , and take up-quark Dirac

masses which are even larger than this scale. Fur-

thermore, we assume that all lines of m
d(10)
ij but

the first contain entries considerably larger than

M (or simply use an appropriate ansatz). Thus we

end up with an effective theory containing only one

additional vector-like down-quark:

Mu = m
u(00)
ij , Md =


m
d(00)
ij

∼ 0

∼ 0

∼ 0

Q1 Q2 Q3 µ

 .

(14)

This is to be compared with eq. (2), where we ob-

tained the same mass matrix by means of a WBT.

In our specific model, we take m
d(00)
ij to have a USY

structure.

6 FCNC in warped ED

Within the RS model, one can show that, by con-

sidering the form of the effective 4D neutral gauge

interaction Lagrangian involving the KK excitation

modes of the fermions and the Z0 field, the wave

function overlaps induce FCNC’s when one rotates

the fermions to the mass-diagonal basis. We do this

for the particular case in which the 5D Yukawa cou-

plings have a specific USY form and present a sim-

plified study of this scenario neglecting the small

USY phases and choosing a certain geometric dis-

tribution of the quarks along the extra dimension.

We take all R-quarks of a certain type to reside at

the same position, but choose different positions

for the left-handed quarks. Thus, FCNC’s occur

excusively in interactions with left-handed fields.

The SM fields are the zero-modes of the KK tow-

ers. We conclude from our analysis that, as the

FCNC-inducing mixings of the SM fields with the
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first KK excitation of the Z0 field are not negligi-

ble, the mass of the KK gauge boson must be large,

so that FCNC’s become suppressed.

7 Conclusions

We explore in this thesis the possible enhancement

of CP violation via the addition of a VL down-

quark to the SM particle spectrum. With a reduc-

tion of the number of phases in the USY-type 3×3

mass matrices, the elements |Vij | can be fit nicely,

but we only obtain a high enough value for |ICP |

after adding a VL quark. This is explained by the

fact that, in this case, VCKM gets important con-

tributions from an additional non-negligible mix-

ing angle and a complex unitary matrix K which

cannot be absorbed by redefining the quark fields.

The magnitude of the sine of the Dirac phase,

| sin δ|, gets significantly raised. We also analyze

how VL quarks appear naturally in the RS model,

as excited KK modes of bulk fields. Within this

model, we show that wave function overlaps lead

to fermion mixing in the weak neutral gauge in-

teractions. This results in neutral flavor violation

which is only negligible if the masses of the excited

KK modes of the Z0 field are very large.
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